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FADE IN

BLACK

A sleepy, detached voice breaks the silence.

PETER(V.O)

I’ve fought for my country. I’ve

fought for my family.

EXT. IRAQ - DESERT - NIGHT

An explosion of NOISE and LIGHT.

An armoured truck blows up.

SOLDIERS run for cover.

PETER(32) is one of the soldiers. He squats down with the

rest and opens fire.

The enemy is unseen.

Peter lowers his gun as he spots TIM by the burning truck.

Tim lies still but breathing, his legs and an arm blown

clean off. A mixture of sand and blood covers him.

Peter moves to get up but is yanked back down.

A SERGEANT, late thirties, screams into Peter’s ear, barely

audible above the GUNSHOTS.

SERGEANT

You can’t help him soldier...he’s

gone.

Peter stares at the Sergeant then back at Tim. His face

contorts into a grimace as he is pulled away. He shouts

silently.

PETER(V.O)

Lost a lot of friends along the

way.

SMASH TO
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INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT

Peter jolts awake in his bed.

His shaved head drips with sweat as he looks down at

MICHELLE(27), who lies asleep by his side. Her blonde hair

the only part of her visible as she faces away.

He looks straight forward and breaths heavily.

PETER(V.O)

Sometimes you don’t know when the

fighting’s over, you’ve fought so

long.

Peter gets up from the bed and walks out of the room. He

wears white shorts and vest.

INT. BATHROOM CABINET - A MOMENT LATER

A hand opens the cabinet door and takes out a bottle of

pills. As the door swings shut Peter stares straight into

the mirror.

He pours a couple of pills into his hand and chucks them

into his mouth.

Bends down and switches the -

TAP

- on. The GUSH of the water is the only sound as Peter takes

a mouthful.

A loud SWALLOW as he stands back up.

CABINET MIRROR

He looks into his own haunted eyes with sorrow.

EXT. PETER’S HOUSE - GARDEN - DAY

Michelle sits at a table and points a camera at ERIN(6), who

runs towards her. She has her Mother’s blonde hair and blue

eyes.
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CAMERA VIEW - B/W

Erin looks directly at the camera. A smile on her face as

she waves.

MICHELLE(O.S)

Say hi to Daddy, Erin. Say hiya.

Erin continues to wave and lets out a giggle.

ERIN

Hiya Daddy...I miss you.

The camera turns around and is now on Michelle.

MICHELLE

We both miss you, babes. Hurry home

will ya?

She blows a kiss. The view goes -

BLACK

INT. ERIN’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Peter sits by Erin’s bed. He watches her chest rise and

fall.

His face is expressionless.

PETER(V.O)

Sometimes you forget who the enemy

is...shit, sometimes you forget who

you are.

He strokes her hair as a smile washes over him.

He raises his other hand, which holds a -

GUN

As soon as it’s raised it silently fires.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

Peter jolts awake in his bed.

He looks to his side -- no Michelle.

He looks to the window, where bright sunlight flows into the

room.
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A clock by the bed shows 14:34.

INT. KITCHEN

Michelle sits by the kitchen table. Phone to her ear.

Erin plays in the garden behind her. The patio door open.

MICHELLE

(into phone)

Yes Mum, I know -- well he is

taking his pills. He’s depressed

that’s all. I mean we don’t know

what he’s been through do we?

She taps her painted fingernails on the table.

MICHELLE

(into phone)

Don’t you think I’ve told him that?

Of course he knows he can talk to

me. The trouble is he

doesn’t...hopefully, he’ll open up

a bit more soon, but I don’t know

--

Michelle lets out an exhausted sigh.

MICHELLE

(into phone)

No Mum, we’ll be fine.

She smiles. Her voice becomes lighter.

MICHELLE

(into phone)

Mum, you and Dad have your own

problems. I don’t want you

traipsing half way across the

country for me.

(beat)

Besides I’ve got Sandy close by if

I need someone to talk to.

She let’s out a laugh.

MICHELLE

(into phone)

Trust me, we could all use a

holiday. We’ll be fine though,

honest. Love you Mum, see ya.

She hangs up the phone and walks out into the -
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EXT. GARDEN

Takes a seat at the patio table and watches Erin pretend to

water the flowers.

MICHELLE

Come here, honey. I’ll go get you a

proper watering can, okay?

Erin runs towards her, excited.

INT. BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Peter sits by the window. He looks outside and watches Erin

water the plants.

Michelle chases after her as the water starts to pour over

Erin’s shoes.

She takes the watering can off Erin and turns around. Looks

right at Peter and waves.

Peter stands up and walks off.

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Peter and Michelle sit together and watch TV. Erin sits on

Michelle’s knee.

Michelle puts her arm around Peter. He doesn’t respond, just

stares blankly at the screen.

The TV shows rolling credits.

MICHELLE

(letting out a sigh)

You know you can talk to me, don’t

you Pete?

Peter’s eyes squint in concentration, stares at the screen.

He shrugs her arm off his shoulder.

MICHELLE

We can’t go on like this, you know

that don’t you?

She pauses, looks to Peter for a response. There is none.

She looks down at Erin, who smiles up at her. Returns the

smile.
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MICHELLE

Go on baby, go clean your teeth and

I’ll be up in a mo’ for a story.

Erin jumps down and runs off through the doorway and up the

stairs.

Michelle breaths softly, gathers her words. She looks to

Peter. Peter looks to her.

In the doorway behind Michelle a uniformed figure rushes by.

Blink and you miss it, but Peter didn’t blink. His eyes

widen.

MICHELLE

I know it must have been tough for

you Pete, but I need you --

She looks over her shoulder through the doorway.

MICHELLE

We need you.

Peter gives her a distant look, forces a smile.

PETER

I just need some time, honey. I’m

sorry I’ve been so distant.

Michelle gazes into Peter’s eyes. A loving smile washes over

her face.

MICHELLE

I know babe, I know. I just want

you to know I’m here for you,

that’s all.

Peter nods as Michelle strokes his hand.

MICHELLE

I love you, Pete. Once I’ve got

trouble there to bed I’ll show you

just how much.

She GIGGLES and stands up. Walks off, up the stairs.

MICHELLE(O.S)

(shouting but cheery, to Erin)

Those teeth had better be cleaned,

baby.

Peter stares forward at the -
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TV

- as the ’News’ begins.

A pretty NEWS ANNOUNCER gives a nod.

NEWS ANNOUNCER(V.O)

Iraq Veterans are denied help for

combat trauma.

The screen shows clips of fighting and bombs in Iraq.

It cuts back to the announcer.

NEWS ANNOUNCER(V.O)

Hundreds of veterans, including

many who served in Iraq and

Afghanistan, are being denied vital

help by the government to cope with

the psychological fallout of --

CLICK. The TV goes blank.

PETER

- closes his eyes and rubs his hands up and down his face.

He stands up and walks out of the room.

INT. SHED - MOMENTS LATER

The door opens and Peter walks inside.

He closes the door and reaches onto a -

SHELF

- His hand moves straight for the handle of a revolver.

Instinctively.

BACK TO SCENE

Peter studies the gun in his hand. Walks over to a chair in

the corner of the shed. Sits down.

He slaps the barrel open and lines one bullet inside. Slaps

it shut. Rolls it with his palm. Watches it spin.

Tears roll down his cheeks as he raises the gun to the side

of his head. His fingers clench the trigger. Knuckles white.
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SERGEANT(O.S)

(singing)

"Oh, give me a home where the

buffalo roam and the deer and the

antelope play-ay."

Peter looks to the door where the Sergeant from his dream

stands in full uniform. He flashes him a grin as Peter

frowns, confused.

SERGEANT

(challenging)

You gonna do it soldier?

(smirks)

You really gonna do it?

Peter stares on, his fingers tremble. He lowers the gun a

little.

PETER

You...you were in the house? How

did you get in?

The sergeant winks. Peter gazes at him in disbelief as he

leans back on the wall of the shed.

SERGEANT

(singing)

"Home, home on the range. Where the

deer --

He notices Peter’s gaze and LAUGHS. Shrugs.

SERGEANT

Do it soldier, end it all. All the

pain...all the memories.

Peter closes his eyes and pulls the trigger.

CLICK. Empty chamber.

Peter lowers his head, drops the gun to the floor. Defeated,

exhausted and helpless.

The sergeant walks around in front of Peter. He gives him a

fatherly smile.

SERGEANT

See? It’s not supposed to end like

this, soldier. You still have work

to do.

Peter looks up at the Sergeant, tears in his eyes.
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PETER

I can’t go on like this Sir, I

really fucking can’t.

The Sergeant nods and pats his shoulder.

SERGEANT

You won’t have to much longer son.

It won’t take long.

Peter wipes the tears and snot from his face with the back

of his hand, childlike. Looking up at his elder, superior

but very much imagined companion.

PETER

What won’t? What work?

The Sergeant grins broadly. Taps his nose.

SERGEANT

All in good time, son. All in good

time.

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Peter sits on the sofa and watches TV. A typical day-time

chat show.

Erin sits on the floor in the corner, she plays loudly with

her toys.

Peter looks towards her with a frown.

PETER

Erin...be quiet.

Erin continues to play, gives a GIGGLE to Peter.

PETER

(shouting)

Erin! Shut up!

SILENCE. She looks to him, her bottom lip quivers.

PETER

(to himself)

Little bitch.

Erin CRIES. Her cries get louder and louder.
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Peter storms over to Erin and shakes her violently. Erin

SCREAMS, as she stares at him.

Michelle, darts into the room and pulls Erin from Peter’s

clutches.

She holds her tight as she looks down at Peter, who kneels

on the floor.

MICHELLE

What the hell are you doing Peter?

Peter turns around, sits on the floor. He looks blankly up

at Erin and then Michelle.

PETER

She wouldn’t shut up.

Michelle strokes Erin’s hair, as her SOBS subside. She

stares with disbelief at Peter.

MICHELLE

She’s Six years old, for fu --

(looks to Erin)

for God’s sake.

Michelle carries Erin to the door. Picks up her coat on the

way. She looks over her shoulder at Peter, who doesn’t move.

He shakes his head.

She opens the front door and turns around.

MICHELLE

I’m going to my sister’s Peter. I’m

sorry, I just can’t let Erin be

around you like this.

She walks out the front door and closes it behind her.

Peter puts his head in his hands as a CAR ENGINE

STARTS(O.S).

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Peter still sits in the same position. Rocks back and

forward.

SERGEANT(O.S)

Not very grateful are they soldier?

Peter lowers his head further, covers his ears with his

arms.
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The Sergeant stands over him, arms folded.

SERGEANT

(laughing)

Look at you...I trained you better

than this soldier. Crying on the

floor like a baby?

Peter glances up at the Sergeant. His head still buried.

PETER

You’re...you’re not real.

The Sergeant smiles and motions to the other side of the

room with his hand.

SERGEANT

Not real huh? Well, I guess that

means your friend Tim isn’t real

either, huh?

He smiles.

Peter follows the Sergeant’s point to a bloody body that

lies on the floor by the door. Blood drips from the stumps

where his blown-off limbs should be. His blank eyes stare

back at Peter. It’s TIM.

Tim slivers towards Peter like a snake. Peter falls back.

Let’s out a SCREAM.

TIM

You left me Peter. You left me for

dead.

Peter shakes his head with fury and closes his eyes.

PETER

I wanted to go to you Tim, I wanted

to help you.

Tim crawls up Peter’s body. Pulls himself up with his one

remaining arm.

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Peter still lies on the floor, his eyes closed.

He opens them and looks around.

The room is back to normal. He’s alone.
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There’s a KNOCK at the door. Peter flinches.

He moves to the window and looks - It’s ALF,

fifties, Peter’s next-door neighbour.

Peter moves to the sofa and slides a hand between the

cushions, pulls out a GUN.

He moves to the door. Rests his shoulder against it.

PETER

Yeah? What is it?

The letter-box opens and Alf looks inside.

ALF

Hey, Peter? I heard some commotion,

is everything alright in there?

Peter looks back to the hall where the Sergeant smiles.

The Sergeant points two fingers towards Peter and pulls the

imaginary trigger.

SERGEANT

Think fast soldier, he knows what

we’re gonna do.

Peter, mouth open and eyes wide, cocks his gun and opens the

door. Pulls Alf inside by his coat and SLAMS the door shut

again.

Alf SCREAMS from the floor and stares up at Peter. Raises

his arms over his face for protection.

Peter points the gun down at him.

SERGEANT(O.S)

Pull the fucking trigger soldier.

It’s still war! Kill or be killed!

Peter stares down at him, eyes wild and lets out a

gut-wrenching WAIL as he fires his gun twice.

BANG!

BANG!

FADE TO BLACK.
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INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Alf’s body lies still by the door. Blood soaked into the

carpet around him.

Peter paces back and forward, holds the gun tight to his

chest. He mumbles softly.

SLOW HAND CLAP(O.S), Peter looks across at the noise.

The Sergeant stands CLAPPING, a smile on his face.

SERGEANT

Well done soldier. Didn’t think you

had it in you.

Peter shakes his head and walks over to him.

SERGEANT

You know what you need to do now

though, don’t you?

The sergeant points to a picture on the mantelpiece. A

picture of Michelle and Erin. Peter’s gaze follows to the

picture. He looks to the ground.

PETER

They’ve done nothing Sir. We don’t

need to involve them.

The Sergeant lets out a CHUCKLE and walks to Peter. Puts his

arm around his shoulders.

SERGEANT

Peter, Peter, Peter. What have they

done to help you? They’ve done

nothing...absolutely goddam right.

Peter tilts his head and looks with an uncertain stare at

the Sergeant. He nods.

SERGEANT

Just like I told you son, no more

memories soon.

Peter walks over to the front door and picks up his car

keys. The Sergeant follows.
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EXT. PETER’S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY

Peter’s car, a RED AUDI A4, reverses out of the drive.

It turns and speeds off with a SQUEAL of it’s tyres. Clips

the side of a parked car and drives off into the distance.

EXT. SISTER’S HOUSE - NIGHT

A house like any other house in a street like any other

street. Two lights on downstairs, the rest of the house in

darkness.

INT. SISTER’S HOUSE - KITCHEN

Erin kneels up on a chair and looks into the -

MICROWAVE

- where a covered dish spins.

POP! POP! POP!

Indentations appear on the covering film where popcorn

bursts into life.

BACK TO SCENE

Erin watches open-mouthed. Mesmerized by the sounds.

Michelle walks in and smiles at Erin.

The microwave PINGS.

Erin grins back at her mother.

INT. LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Erin and Michelle sit on the couch and munch on the popcorn.

Michelle holds Erin tightly on her lap.

SANDY and DON, both late 30’s, sit on another couch. Sandy

looks very similar to Michelle and Don is a muscular guy.

The television shows a CARTOON MOVIE.

A CAR ENGINE sounds just outside.
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Don looks to the window, then at Michelle who stares back at

him. She looks to the -

WINDOW

Peter gets out of his car. He appears to have a heated

debate with someone, but he is alone.

BACK TO SCENE

Don stands up and holds his hand out for Michelle.

DON

Come on honey, you two get

upstairs. I’ll tell him you don’t

want to see him.

Michelle looks up at Don and nods. She stands up and carries

Erin out of the room.

HURRIED FOOTSTEPS(O.S) as Don and Sandy share nervous looks.

SANDY

Just get rid of him Don, okay? I

don’t even want him in the house.

Don nods as the DOORBELL RINGS. He walks through.

Sandy watches as Don opens the door. She can only see the

back of Don. The door hides Peter from her view.

DON

Hey Peter, it’s late man. Michelle

and Erin are in bed.

Don backs off a little, his arms raised.

DON

Calm down Peter, you don’t need

th--

BANG!

Blood spurts out the back of Don’s head. He falls backwards.

Sandy SCREAMS as Peter walks in, gun raised.

He points it to her.
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BEDROOM

A plain spare bedroom. The only item in the room is a basic

double bed.

Underneath the bed, Michelle and Erin hide.

Michelle covers Erin’s ears with her hands. They flinch as a

GUN FIRES(O.S).

They both lie on their sides, their eyes wide in fright.

Erin shakes uncontrollably.

EXT. PETER’S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Blue lights flash. A CROWD gathers around the perimeter of

the house. Shock on their faces.

A POLICE OFFICER talks to STEVE, a neighbour on the

driveway.

POLICE OFFICER

So, what time exactly did you hear

the shots?

Steve is ashen faced as he runs his hand through his hair.

STEVE

I really can’t say for sure, I

called you guys right away though.

I mean I just can’t believe it,

there must be some--

The Police Officer raises a hand to silence Steve as he

pulls out his radio.

POLICE OFFICER

Can you think of anywhere they

might have gone? Relatives live

near by?

STEVE

Just a sister, she lives a few

miles away.

The Police Officer presses the button on his radio and talks

into it.

POLICE OFFICER

All Officers in the area.

Requesting back-up.
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Steve looks to the house, where a body bag on a stretcher is

carried out.

POLICE OFFICER(O.S)

I’m going to need this sister’s

address.

Steve stares at the stretcher and shakes his head, as it

passes by him.

INT. SISTER’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

Sandy’s body lies motionless. A single bullet hole in her

forehead.

In the distance Peter heads to the -

STAIRS

He walks up them slowly. His eyes bloodshot and bulging.

SERGEANT(V.O)

Almost there soldier. Make them

pay. This is all you gotta do and

everything goes back to normal.

Peter slaps the side of his head.

PETER

(shouting)

Shut up! I’m fucking doing it!

PETER(V.O)

Are you doing it?

PETER

I’ve got to.

He gets to the landing and kicks a door open.

Walks inside.

UNDER BED

Michelle holds her hand over Erin’s mouth. MUFFLED SOBS come

from her.

MICHELLE

(whispering)

Shh, please baby. It’s going to be

okay.
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PETER(O.S)

Michelle? Honey? I just want to

talk, that’s all.

They both shake.

LANDING

Peter walks out of the room. Kicks another door open.

PETER(V.O)

You don’t have to do anything. You

need help.

Peter twitches.

UNDER BED

MUFFLED SCREAM from Erin as the door is kicked open.

PETER

(screaming)

Shut up! I know what I have to do!

Peter’s feet step along the floor. They stop directly

opposite Michelle and Erin.

BEDROOM

Peter squats down. Shakes his head as he sees Michelle and

Erin.

A POLICE SIREN sounds outside. BLUE LIGHTS flash through the

window.

Peter turns his head towards the sound. The blue lights

reflect on his face.

EXT. SISTER’S HOUSE

Three police cars pull onto the grass by the road. Their

SIREN and BLUE LIGHTS fill the area.

Doors open as two GUNSHOT’S sound from the house.

POLICE OFFICERS rush out of the cars and draw their weapons.
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POLICE OFFICER

Everyone, move in on my count.

The Police Officer raises three fingers.

The other Officers squat by their cars, poised.

INT. SISTER’S HOUSE - LANDING

Peter walks from the room, gun by his side. He collapses

into a sitting position at the top of the stairs.

POLICE OFFICER(V.O)

Three.

SUPERIMPOSE:

Erin runs around in the garden.

Peter stares through the image.

SUPERIMPOSE:

Michelle picks her up and carries

her to the table. They sit and

smile, look straight forward.

POLICE OFFICER(V.O)

Two.

Peter raises the gun to the side of his head. Tears run down

his cheeks.

SUPERIMPOSE:

Michelle beckons someone to her

with a hand. She laughs as erin

giggles.

Peter’s finger clenches on the trigger.

POLICE OFFICER(V.O)

One. Go! Go! Go!

A BLAST of noise downstairs as the Officers burst through

the door.

Peter pulls the trigger.

FADE TO BLACK.

BANG!
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EXT. PETER’S HOUSE - GARDEN - DAY

Peter runs into the shot and sits beside Michelle.

He puts his arm around her, as all three smile straight

ahead.

FLASH!

FREEZE FRAME.

EXT. CEMETERY - DAY

The picture rests against Peter’s gravestone.

To the left of the grave is Michelle’s and to the right

Erin’s.

MOURNERS crowd around the graves.

FINAL FADE OUT.


